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**ABSTRACT**

Epidemiological models have been developed to test hypotheses on *Mycobacterium avium* ssp. *paratuberculosis* (*Map*) transmission in a herd, and to compare different paratuberculosis control strategies and alternatives for certification-and-surveillance schemes. The models are simplified representations of existing biological processes tailored to the questions they are intended to answer. Such models depend on available knowledge about the underlying processes, notably in relation to pathogen transmission. All decisions relating to integration of specific aspects of the herd structure and transmission mechanisms as well as modeling objective will influence model behavior and simulation results. This paper examines assumptions on pathogen transmission and risk mitigation represented in 8 epidemiological models of within-herd *Map* transmission in dairy cattle. We describe available models’ structure and examine them in the context of current knowledge about host infection and pathogen transmission pathways. We investigate how population structure and herd management are modeled with regard to their influence on contact structure and pathogen transmission. We show that assumptions about routes of transmission and their contribution within a herd vary greatly among models. Gaps of knowledge that are pivotal to defining transmission equations and parameters, such as variation of susceptibility with age and variability of pattern of shedding, are identified. Quantitative estimates of this incomplete information should be targeted by future research. Existing models could be improved by considering indirect transmission via the environment taking account of *Map* survival and contact structure between animals in a herd, and by including calf-to-calf transmission, which has recently been proven as being important.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Paratuberculosis is of significant economic importance for dairy producers as it results in a decrease in milk production, mortality, or premature culling of sick cattle, and reduction in slaughter value of clinically affected cattle in affected dairy herds (Benedictus et al., 1987; Johnson-Ifeareulundu and Kaneene, 1997). Furthermore, the zoonotic importance of *Mycobacterium avium* ssp. *paratuberculosis* (*Map*) in the pathogenesis of Crohn’s disease is still controversial (European Commission, 2000; Frank, 2008; Shafran and Burgunder, 2008). These factors justify the development of effective and economically viable control programs against paratuberculosis. However, no treatment is currently available. Until now, certification and control programs implemented in several countries have had only limited success. A better understanding of *Map* transmission is required to implement appropriate measures for protecting susceptible cattle.

Field studies on *Map* transmission are difficult because infection occurs mainly in young stock and clinical signs arise after a long incubation period (1 to ≥15 yr). Such studies are further complicated by the low and varying sensitivity of diagnostic tests. Modeling thus appears to be an appropriate tool to study paratuberculosis. Indeed, epidemiological models can be used to identify the main factors influencing pathogen transmission within a herd, and to assess *ex ante* control strategies of *Map* spread. Relevance of model outputs depends on the modeling approach used, the assumptions made (including parameterization) and the level of simplification of the biological mechanisms modeled.

For *Map* transmission, several models have been developed (1) to investigate *Map* spread in a herd and its economic consequences (van Roermund et al., 2002; Pouillot et al., 2004); (2) to test transmission hypotheses such as representing indirect transmission.
via the environment (Humphry et al., 2006) or considering transiently shedding young animals (Mitchell et al., 2008); (3) to compare strategies for control of *Map* spread in infected herds (Collins and Morgan, 1991b; Kudahl et al., 2007a; Lu et al., 2008) or in populations with infected and noninfected herds (Groenendaal et al., 2002, 2003; van Roermund et al., 2002); and (4) to compare certification-and-surveillance programs aimed at low-risk pathogen transmission associated with cattle trade (Kalis et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2004; Ezanno et al., 2005) or at quality assurance of dairy products (van Roermund et al., 2002; Groenendaal and Zagmutt, 2008; Weber et al., 2008).

Our objective is to describe and discuss assumptions used in *Map* transmission models within dairy cattle herds with particular emphasis on representation of infection status, routes of transmission, and exposure at the herd level. Current scientific knowledge about *Map* transmission is summarized and then used to evaluate the validity of the models described in the scientific literature. Assumptions dealing with infection at the host level, transmission from infected to susceptible cattle, and population structure influencing transmission in a dairy herd are discussed in particular. As a conclusion, we provide recommendations for future modeling studies or for improvement of existing models.

**SELECTION OF RELEVANT PAPERS**

Peer-reviewed papers and conference proceedings dealing with *Map* transmission models in dairy cattle were systematically selected using electronic search engines. The search was conducted using the following scientific literature electronic databases: CAB (CAB International, Oxon, UK), Medline (National Library of Medicine, Rockville Pike, MD), ISI Web of Knowledge (Thomson Reuters, New York, NY), and one conference proceedings website, the International Colloquiums on Paratuberculosis (http://pubs.paratuberculosis.org/). The search was first conducted on March 30, 2008, and repeated regularly until February 4, 2010. Studies from conference proceedings were included if they had not been published in peer-reviewed journals. Search terms used were “paratub*” and “model*” occurring in titles, abstracts, subject headings, keywords, or descriptors. Only articles written in the English language and describing models that aimed at representing the transmission of *Map* within cattle herds were considered. Papers using models described previously in other peer-reviewed articles were not retained unless they represented novel approaches to the study of *Map* transmission. Consequently, economic models that aimed at assessing the cost of the disease or cost of different control programs without providing any information on the dynamics of *Map* spread or without relying on *Map* transmission modeling were excluded (Groenendaal et al., 2003; Kalis et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2004; Dorshorst et al., 2006; Tavornpanich et al., 2008; Weber et al., 2008).

Based on the above criteria, 6 models were selected from peer-reviewed papers (Collins and Morgan, 1991b; Groenendaal et al., 2002; Pouillot et al., 2004; Humphry et al., 2006; Kudahl et al., 2007a; Mitchell et al., 2008) and 2 from conference proceedings (van Roermund et al., 2002, 2005) (Table 1).

All models represent *Map* transmission within a dairy herd except one that does so within a beef herd (Humphry et al., 2006). This beef model has been kept in our review because specific assumptions on transmission are used that may be relevant for models in dairy cattle.

**TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SELECTED MODELS**

The selected models differed not only with respect to the biological hypotheses on which they are based, but also in relation to the technical characteristics of the models, such as discrete-time (appreciable period of time such as a day or a year) versus continuous-time or deterministic versus stochastic implementation (Table 1). Hypotheses on the model system such as type of herd, herd structure, and routes of pathogen introduction are discussed later in this review.

Four models are discrete-time stochastic models that use random sampling from input parameter distributions or binomial distribution of event probability to represent variability in *Map* transmission (models 2, 4, 6, and 7). Three models are continuous-time deterministic models (models 3, 4, and 5), and one is a discrete-time deterministic model (model 8); links between references and model numbers are given in all tables.

Representation of biological mechanisms can be more precise in models based on a short time step or assuming a continuous time process than in models based on a longer time step, because processes operating at a time scale shorter than the time step cannot be considered. In the selected models, for example, choosing a time step of 6 mo will not allow testing different lengths of the susceptible period (other than a multiple of 6 mo), testing different lengths of the shedding period, or differentiating infection during the first weeks after birth from infection after weaning. However, choosing a longer time step is more convenient when studying long-term effects or year-round management, because the model then becomes computationally more tractable given the reduced parameter set.
Table 1. Modeling options of *Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis* (*Map*) transmission models in cattle herds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/reference</th>
<th>Type of herd</th>
<th>Effect of chance</th>
<th>Treatment of time (interval)</th>
<th>Length of simulation (yr)</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Collins and Morgan, 1991b)</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>Discrete (1 yr)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Prevalence of infected animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Groenendaal et al., 2002)</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>Discrete (6 mo)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Distribution of within-herd prevalence of infection; proportion of herds in various statuses of certification-and-surveillance programs (Weber et al., 2004, 2008); distribution of the concentration of <em>Map</em> in bulk milk (Weber et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (van Roermund et al., 2002)</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>Continuous model</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Prevalence in infected herds; average number of <em>Map</em> bacteria in bulk milk; number of infected and free dairy herds in the country; number of herds in various status of a certification-and-surveillance program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Pouillot et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Dairy and beef</td>
<td>One stochastic and one deterministic</td>
<td>Discrete (1 yr) for the stochastic model; continuous for the state transition model</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yearly incidence rate; yearly prevalence of infected animals; cumulated yearly disease extinction probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (van Roermund et al., 2005)</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>Continuous model</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (Humphry et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>Discrete (6 mo)</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>Number of subclinical and clinical animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Kudahl et al., 2007a)</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>Discrete (1 wk)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Number of animals in each state; prevalence of infected animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (Mitchell et al., 2008)</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Deterministic</td>
<td>Discrete (1 mo)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Prevalence of infected animals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This model was later adapted to study beef herds (Groenendaal et al., 2003).*
Figure 1. Graphical representation of health statuses and transitions in *Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis* transmission model of A) Collins and Morgan (1991b); B) Pouillot et al. (2004); C) Kudahl et al. (2007a), Groenendaal et al. (2002), Humphry et al. (2006), and van Roermund et al. (2002, 2005); and D) Mitchell et al. (2008). S = susceptible; T = transiently infectious; L = latent; I = infected; IS = subclinically infected; ISlow = subclinically infected low shedder; IShigh = subclinically infected high shedder; IC = clinically affected; R = resistant; ------ = minimal age before entering the following status.
Deterministic models represent the mean behavior of the system modeled. Such a representation is generally suited for a large population. In contrast, stochastic models take into account variability in event occurrence and therefore allow representation of likely variation within small populations. Several replications are indeed implemented based on the same inputs and initial conditions to assess the distribution of model outputs besides their average.

MODELING THE INFECTION IN THE HOST

Host Susceptibility

*Mycobacterium avium* ssp. *paratuberculosis* infection is known to occur mainly in newborn calves (Hagan, 1938). It is generally acknowledged that calves can become infected until 1 yr of age, especially during the first weeks after birth. Resistance to infection increases until 1 yr, especially after 1 to 4 mo of age (Taylor, 1953; Windsor and Whittington, 2010). After 1 yr, cattle are considered resistant except when exposed to repeated infection with large amounts of bacteria (Doyle, 1953; Taylor, 1953; Larsen et al., 1975).

In the models, most researchers assume that susceptibility to *Map* is age-related and define a maximum age of infection at 0.5 (model 3) or 1 yr of age (models 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8) (Figure 1). Cattle that do not become infected by the chosen age limit are assumed resistant (Table 2). Only one model assumes that adults can become infected but with a much lower probability (model 6; Figure 1). In young stock, susceptibility to *Map* either remains constant (models 1, 3, 4, and 8) or varies with age (models 2, 6, and 7). Model 2 compares 2 different approaches for modeling the decrease of susceptibility with age (model 2; http://cahpwww.vet.upenn.edu/field/johne_report.pdf). The true prevalence is higher when a linear decrease of the susceptibility of young calves to paratuberculosis is assumed than when an exponential decrease is assumed. However, the difference between the true prevalence under both assumptions is small. Assuming an exponential decrease necessitates defining only 1 parameter, whereas assuming a linear decrease necessitates defining 2 parameters. It is thus preferable to choose the simplest representation: the exponential one.

Several experimental studies indicate genetic variation of susceptibility among cows (Koets et al., 2000; Mortensen et al., 2004; Gonda et al., 2006, 2007). This, so far, has not been taken into account in *Map* transmission models. It is thus not possible to consider selectively culling the most susceptible calves based on genetic markers, a method that could be an earlier and less expensive control measure than a test-and-cull option.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model reference</th>
<th>Possible infection status</th>
<th>Subclinically infected (low shedding)</th>
<th>Subclinically infected (high shedding)</th>
<th>Latently infected (not shedding)</th>
<th>Clinically affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Collins and Morgan, 1991b)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Groenendaal et al., 2002)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (van Roermund et al., 2002)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Pouillot et al., 2004)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (van Roermund et al., 2005)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (Humphry et al., 2006)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Kudahl et al., 2007a)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (Mitchell et al., 2008)</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td>NSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** *Mycobacterium avium paratuberculosis* (*Map*) infection status and bacterial shedding in feces in bacteria per gram or per day or colony-forming unit per tube as represented in 8 transmission models in cattle herds.

1Status: — = status not represented in the model; NSH = the compartment exists but there is no shedding; Sh = the compartment exists with shedding.

2Infected calves below 2 yr of age.

3The quantity of bacteria shed in the feces was used in the model to calculate the concentration of *Map* in milk, but not to calculate transmission.
Development of the Disease Within the Host and Map Shedding

Infection Stages. Following infection, calves are able to shed the bacteria without any clinical signs (Bolton et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2006; van Roermund et al., 2007). The incubation period can last from <2 to >10 yr (van Roermund et al., 2007; Weber et al., 2009), during which time adult cattle may or may not shed bacteria in their feces (at different levels of shedding) (Chiodini et al., 1984; Whitlock and Buergelt, 1996; Crossley et al., 2005). Later, clinical signs are characterized by losses of milk production, significant weight loss, and diarrhea (Smythe, 1950, Clarke, 1997), leading to death if cattle are not culled. During the clinical stage of pathogenesis, massive numbers of bacteria are excreted in the feces.

In the models, infection stages taken into account differ (Figure 1) and are associated with different levels of shedding. The simplest representation considers latently infected cattle (not shedding) versus infected cattle shedding all the same amount of bacteria (model 1; Figure 1A). In contrast, the most recently published models define 6 infection stages (models 5, 6, 7, and 8; Figure 1D). This evolution in terms of number of infection stages considered is mainly associated with the progress made in development of new Map knowledge. However, 2 models do not consider explicitly clinically affected animals, although they play a specific role in terms of transmission (higher load of Map shed, higher risk of in utero transmission, higher probability of being culled; models 1 and 8). In all models, the individual progresses through the various stages of the infection-and-disease process with increasing age. However, within a specific stage of the infection-and-disease process, shedding is considered independent of age. So, if an animal sheds Map and if an appropriate test is used, detection of an infected animal will occur with a constant probability. In contrast, in the field, shedding appears to vary in time for an infected animal; a test performed one day can miss an infected animal that was possibly shedding the day before and could possibly shed Map the day after. The mean probability to cull an infected animal potentially shedding should be equivalent in the model and in the field. However, the variability in the field can be expected to be more important. Simulated scenarios are probably more homogeneous in terms of the probability of being culled, with less extreme values. Although model 8 considers a uniform and deterministic disease progression with cattle progressing through the same disease stages regardless of the age of infection, model 1 considers that once infected, all calves become infectious at 2 yr of age. Other authors assume that progress to the next infectious stage and increase in infectivity depend on the age of animals (models 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) or the route of infection (in utero, at birth, through colostrum/milk, through feces ingestion approximated by the number of contacts between animals; model 2). Animals of the same age can shed different amounts of Map only for this last option, and the route of infection then has an effect on test-and-cull efficacy for every animal. The incubation period considered in the models varies between models (with a range of 2 to 22 yr, generally around 5 yr). If the delay before becoming clinically affected is long, the prevalence is expected to increase as direct detection (clinical signs) occurs less often. However, the incidence could decrease because there are fewer animals shedding a very high amount of Map in feces. The consequence on the achievement of persistence is not known. The overall effect of the length of the incubation period is difficult to predict without comparing the different situations by simulation with the same model, everything else being constant.

Factors Influencing the Course of Infection. There is little information available in the scientific literature on factors influencing the course of infection. Some studies indicate that age at infection is a major determinant of occurrence of clinical signs and of shedding of detectable levels of Map; the younger that cattle are when infected, the quicker they develop clinical signs (Rankin, 1961; Whitlock and Buergelt, 1996) and the more likely they are to shed detectable levels of Map (Kostoulas et al., 2010). In experimental infection, a relationship between the dose given to the animals and occurrence of lesions and clinical signs was demonstrated (Begg and Whittington, 2008), with larger doses resulting in earlier disease development. It is also acknowledged that factors such as stress may influence the development of the disease (Chiodini et al., 1984).

These characteristics have been integrated differently in the models studied (Table 2, Figure 1). Only model 2 considers age at infection as influencing the course of infection (the earlier the infection occurs, the quicker the progression of the disease), whereas the others do not. Young animals could thus shed large doses of Map in model 2. This may influence the effect of control measures. More biological studies are necessary to assess whether this assumption is realistic. The number of infectious animals characterizes exposure and thus the probability of becoming infected, but not the evolution from one status to the next when infected (models 4, 5, 6, and 8). Stressors such as calving or change of feed are taken into account in one model as factors influencing disease progression (model 7). The underlying assumption is that stress accelerates the development of clinical signs for infected animals. In that model, animals can become clinically affected and thus be detected earlier.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/reference</th>
<th>Probability of infection(^1)</th>
<th>Categories of animals to which susceptible animals are exposed</th>
<th>Type of contact</th>
<th>Probability of transmission if infectious contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Collins and Morgan, 1991b)</td>
<td>(1 - \left(1 - \frac{k}{N_a}\right)^{I_a})</td>
<td>Number of infected adults ((I_a))</td>
<td>Direct contact between calves and adults</td>
<td>Constant = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 and 5 (Groenendaal et al., 2002; van Roermund et al., 2005)(^2)</td>
<td>(1 - \left(1 - \frac{k(age)}{N_u} s(age)\right)^{I_a})</td>
<td>Number of infected adults in the last 6 mo ((I_a))</td>
<td>Direct contact between calves and adults</td>
<td>Varies with calf susceptibility, which depends on age; (I_a) is weighted sum to take account of the shorter shedding of lowly infectious animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (van Roermund et al., 2002)</td>
<td>(\int_{age} \beta(age) \frac{I_{sus}(age)}{N} d(age))</td>
<td>Proportion of infected animals per age</td>
<td>Direct contact between calves and adults</td>
<td>Frequency-dependent, varies with infectivity, which depends on age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Pouillot et al., 2004)</td>
<td>(1 - \prod_i (1 - \tau_i)^{I_{a(i)}})</td>
<td>Number of infected cows ((I))</td>
<td>Direct contact between calves and adults</td>
<td>Varies with adults infectious statuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (Humphry et al., 2006)</td>
<td>(1 - \left[1 - p(age)\right]^{h(I_{a(i)}, I_{c(i)})})</td>
<td>Bacterial density in the environment ((b))</td>
<td>Indirect contact via the environment</td>
<td>Varies with age of susceptible animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Kudahl et al., 2007a)(^3)</td>
<td>(1 - \left(1 - \frac{k(age)}{N_u} s(age)\right)^{I_a})</td>
<td>Number of infectious cows ((I_a))</td>
<td>Direct contact between calves and adults</td>
<td>Varies with calf susceptibility, which depends on age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (Mitchell et al., 2008)</td>
<td>(\sum_i \beta(i) \frac{I_{a(i)}}{N})</td>
<td>Proportion of infected animals per infectious status</td>
<td>Direct contact between calves and adults, or among calves</td>
<td>Frequency-dependent, varies with adults infectious status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)\(I_a\) is number of infected animals related to state \(x\) \((x = a: adult; x = i: infectious status; x = age: adult age); N_a = total number of animal related to state \(x\) \((-: animals of all ages; x = c: calves; x = a: adults); b = bacterial density in the environment; \(\beta\) = transmission parameter; \(k = number of effective contacts; p = probability of infection, \(\rho = weighting factor depending on calves’ age; s = calf susceptibility; \(\tau_i\) = pathogen transmission probability related to adult infectious status \(i\); \(t = time.\)

\(^2\)For more details on this model, see the report found on http://calpwww.vet.upenn.edu/field/johnes_report.pdf.

\(^3\)An error in the formulation of the probability of infection in the original paper has been detected; the formula is here corrected and validated by the authors.
Not considering such factors implies that only a mean behavior is studied, with all cows being exposed to the same stressors.

*Shedding Characteristics.* Shedding of *M. avium* mainly occurs in feces, but *M. avium* is also found in colostrum and milk of subclinically or clinically infected cows (Taylor et al., 1981; Sweeney et al., 1992b; Streeter et al., 1995). Several studies have shown inter- and intra-individual variability in the number of excreted bacteria (Whitlock et al., 2000; Crossley et al., 2005). Fecal shedding of *M. avium* has also been described in young stock (Bolton et al., 2005; Antognoli et al., 2007; van Roermund et al., 2007) but culture data indicate that calves do not shed as frequently or as much as adults (Rankin, 1961; Nielsen and Ersboll, 2006; van Roermund et al., 2007). High fecal shedders are more likely to shed the bacteria in their colostrum and milk than are low fecal shedders (Sweeney et al., 1992a; Streeter et al., 1995). Furthermore, high fecal shedders are more likely to be detected with currently available tests.

In the models, cattle are usually categorized depending on their level of shedding (Table 2). Levels of shedding influence the infectiousness (models 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8) either because the probability of infection is different depending on health status, or because the number of infected cattle is balanced by allocating to the less infectious cattle a shorter time period of *M. avium* shedding (in the same quantity) than to high shedders (model 2; Table 3). However, little information is generally available on the quantity of bacteria shed by animals depending on their infection stage (Table 2). Only one model does not consider that levels of shedding influence the probability of transmission (model 1) because it considers only one level of shedding. This simplification does not allow a study of control measures targeting animals that shed the highest levels of *M. avium*. Only one model assumes that calves are able to shed the bacteria (model 8). In that model, shedding is substantially lower for calves than for low-shedding adults. Studying between-calf *M. avium* transmission is possible here as is evaluating the contribution of the different routes of transmission and studying control measures specifically targeting young shedding cattle.

Level of shedding also influences management and production parameters. Higher levels of shedding are associated with a higher probability of being culled if test-and-cull is used for control. Models distinguishing several levels of shedding allocate sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic tests depending on these levels of shedding. Finally, models aiming at quantifying *M. avium* in bulk tank milk as an output (bacteria per liter) also rely on accurate representation of levels of shedding in both milk and feces (van Roermund et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2008).

### Modeling the Transmission of the Pathogen

Vertical or direct in utero transmission from dam to calf has been reported (Whittington and Windsor, 2009). In a meta-analysis, Whittington and Windsor (2009) estimated that 9% of fetuses born from subclinically infected cows and 39% from clinically affected cows were infected with *M. avium*. Other potential sources of vertical transmission could be semen or embryo transplants but these routes seem to be rare (Kruip et al., 2003).

Horizontal transmission is due to ingestion of *M. avium* from contaminated sources, especially from feces (Chiodini et al., 1984), but also from milk and colostrum. In fact, *M. avium* is shed directly in milk and colostrum and fecal contamination of milk and colostrum occurs (Nauta and van der Giessen, 1998). For a long time it was thought that transmission occurs only from adults to calves, but calf-to-calf transmission has been reported recently, albeit at a lower level than adult-to-calf transmission (van Roermund et al., 2007). It seems that *M. avium* is unable to multiply in the environment (Whittington...
et al., 2004), but it can survive in the environment for several months and in feces for up to 55 wk (Lovell et al., 1994; Whittington et al., 2004, 2005). Soil desiccation and exposure to direct sunlight shorten survival (Larsen et al., 1956; Whittington et al., 2004).

In the reviewed models, the number of transmission pathways considered varies (Table 4). Out of 5 models explicitly representing fecal–oral transmission, 4 assume direct contacts between susceptible and infected animals (models 1, 2, 7, and 8; Table 3). A further assumption in these models is that animals are raised together, which is not always correct. Furthermore, it is difficult to estimate the frequency of contact and the probability of infection given contact. Two types of force of infection (transmission rate per susceptible animal) are used: density- and frequency-dependent (Table 3). In the first case (density-dependent), the number of cases is usually considered, whereas in the latter (frequency-dependent), the proportion of infected cattle in the population is considered (Begon et al., 2002; Hoch et al., 2008). The consequence of such a choice is discussed below when the impact of herd size is addressed. A link between the extent of animal confinement and pathogen transmission is considered in model 4: transmission is more likely if disease onset occurs during the calving period, assumed to always be indoors in this model, than if it occurs when animals are kept on pasture.

The only model that does not consider fecal-oral transmission by direct contact explicitly includes indirect transmission via the environment by taking into account the density of Map and its survival in the environment (model 6). A constant survival rate of the bacteria leads to an exponential decay model. Susceptible animals are exposed to a specific bacterial density present in the environment, these bacteria being shed by infectious animals that are or were present. Whatever their age, cattle are exposed to the same contact rate with Map within a specific environment (homogeneous contacts). Infectious areas are larger outdoors and are consequently associated with a lower exposure.

Survival of Map in the environment should be considered to account for the potential delay between shedding and exposure to Map that can be followed by infection, which may change the predictions when modeling different control options. As Map transmission mainly occurs via ingestion of feces, the probability that a contact involves a shedding animal is likely to underestimate transmission because transmission can occur even if no shedding animals are present in the herd as the bacteria may persist for a long time in the environment.

Calf-to-calf transmission is generally not accounted for, except in model 8. In this model, the sensitivity of transmission dynamics in the herd to calves shedding is explored. Accounting for age-dependent contacts, calf-to-calf transmission has been shown to be required for Map to persist in the herd (model 8). Such a result is in agreement with observations from a field study, which were better explained by a statistical model when including calf-to-calf transmission (van Roermund and de Jong, 2002).

**MODELING POPULATION STRUCTURE AND HERD MANAGEMENT**

**Type of Herd**

One of the most important factors influencing Map transmission is whether it is a dairy or a beef farm. Contacts between animals differ between these 2 types of farm, as does transmission via calf feeding. In beef cow-calf herds, calves are raised in the same environment as their dam until at least 7 mo of age, whereas on most of the dairy farms, separation from adults occurs within a few hours or days after birth. Because of the higher susceptibility of young calves, raising calves with adults should strongly influence Map transmission. Moreover, beef cows often have a lower replacement rate than dairy cows, therefore tending to be older at culling. As a result, the chance for beef cows to reach an infectious stage is higher.

Three papers investigate disease dynamics in both dairy and beef herds [model 2, one associated paper analyzing this model (Groenendaal et al., 2003), and model 4]. However, in model 4, only replacement rate and herd size differ between the 2 types of herd; contact structures are the same for the 2 farm types in the model. Outputs of both models are different and thus cannot be directly compared. Adapting contact structure to that of a beef herd should account for both increased direct contacts between the dam and its calf before weaning and for indirect fecal-oral transmission through Map survival in the environment.

**Herd Management**

**Contact Structure.** In a farm, animals are often grouped by age or production status. Therefore, contacts between animals are not homogeneous within a herd. Animal locations influence both local bacterial density, especially when adults are considered, and probability of infection, especially when calves are considered. Allowing contacts between young stock and adults or even among young stock enhances Map transmission. Furthermore, calving management (i.e., seasonal calving versus year-round calving) influences the mixing
of animals of different age groups; year-round calving increases the likelihood of raising calves of different age in the same pen (collective housing facility).

In the models, age of animals is always considered because it influences infection-related factors (e.g., susceptibility), but most often not because of preferential contacts between animals of the same age. Model 8 as an exception considers different contact rates whether animals are of the same age or not, assuming much greater intra-group than inter-group rates of contact. In this model, calf-to-calf transmission could therefore be higher than adult-to-calf transmission depending on the value of the parameter tested. Inter-class rate of contact appears to be always the same. In model 2, separation of age groups is modeled by a reduction of the contact rate \( k \) in the formula (Table 3). No calf-to-calf transmission is possible (i.e., no specific intra-class rate of contact), but adult-to-calf transmission varies with the age of the calf (different inter-class rate of contact).

Models could be improved by including a more detailed contact structure between animals in a herd because contact structure may play a considerable role in pathogen transmission as has been shown for some other cattle diseases (Ezanno et al., 2008). The number of shedding animals, the type of housing facilities, and the management of the herd in terms of space utilization should therefore be taken into account.

**Herd Size.** In models 2 and 4, increasing herd size has been reported to increase the speed of the transmission and the infection prevalence at which equilibrium is reached, assuming a similar herd management. From model 4, the authors conclude that it is not possible to assess if this is linked to a greater risk of introducing infected animals into a larger herd, or if it is linked to different within-herd disease dynamics. On the contrary, in model 1, increasing herd size decreases the prevalence after the introduction of one infected animal. The authors explain this phenomenon by the increase in the number of susceptible animals in larger herds, in association with the decreased probability of effective contact. This finding contrasts with observed data from which the seroprevalence of paratuberculosis appears to be positively correlated to herd size (Wells and Wagner, 2000; Muskens et al., 2003).

Herd size is likely to influence the results when modeling Map transmission within a cattle herd. However, conclusions are still controversial. More precise information about the effect of herd size on within-herd infection levels would thus be useful while also taking account of transmission via the environment. Improving our knowledge about Map density, Map survival in the environment, and the role of fomites in Map spread within a herd is required to do so. Furthermore, results could differ depending on the transmission function used (Hoch et al., 2008). In a frequency-dependent model, the force of infection is indeed constant, whereas the number of infected animals increases with herd size in a density-dependent model, leading to the increase of the force of infection.

**Control of Herd Size.** Sales and culling can influence the spread of the pathogen in 2 contrasting ways. On the one hand, if the culling rate is higher than the renewal rate, farmers have to purchase animals to keep the herd size constant, which increases the risk of introducing infected animals. On the other hand, if the culling rate is low, infected but undetected animals remain in the herd and the chance to contaminate the environment increases.

In the selected models, either closed (models 4, 5, 6, and 8) or open herds (models 1, 2, 3, and 7) are modeled. In open herds, purchased heifers are either assumed to be uninfected (model 4) and thus introduction does not contribute to Map spread, or infected (models 1, 2, and 7), resulting in maintaining Map in the herd. However, because of the low sensitivity of diagnostic tests, it is difficult to be certain that purchased animals are truly uninfected. Calves born to either infected or uninfected dams have the same probability to be kept in the herd unless there is an active intervention on the former (model 8). Culling due to paratuberculosis infection is infection stage-dependent (models 2, 4, 7, and 8) or age-dependent (model 1) when represented. Model 1 assumes that there is no variation of the infection stage for a given age. This assumption is acceptable for a simple model but not truly realistic for paratuberculosis, knowing the variability of the incubation period. It is known, furthermore, that the culling rate of clinically affected animals is higher than for other stages of infection. This is taken into account in models 2, 4, 7, and 8. In these models, animals can become clinically diseased at any age.

**Other Routes of Pathogen Introduction.** In addition to the purchase of infected cattle, between-herd transmission occurs through transfers of feces, manure, slurry, soiled forage, and use of soiled fields for pasture, and thus is dependent on herd management. Pathogen introduction into a cattle herd can also originate from other farmed ruminants such as sheep and goats, or from wildlife (Beard et al., 2001; Manning, 2001; Daniels et al., 2003). However, the strain of Map isolates from wildlife has not been confirmed to be the same as in domestic ruminants (Daniels et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 2007). Furthermore, the causal link and the direction of potential causality between environmental contamination from wildlife or cattle and infection in cattle or wildlife are difficult to prove under field conditions mainly because of the long incubation period.
of the disease and the resulting difficulty of excluding other potential sources of infection (Daniels et al., 2003). Moreover, even if Map transfers were possible between wildlife and domestic cattle, under typical farm management conditions, the frequency of contacts between young susceptible animals and wildlife, or environments contaminated by wildlife, is low. This is particularly true on dairy farms where calves are kept indoors. Moreover, the contribution of wildlife is likely to be small once the disease becomes established in a herd compared with the challenge from infected cattle present within the same herd. None of the reviewed models consider other sources of infection but cattle.

MODELING CONTROL OF MAP INFECTION

One of the most important control measures is to prevent the exposure of young animals to Map. Both in utero transmission and ingestion of Map in feces, milk, or colostrum have to be controlled. The only possible control for in utero infection is to cull an infected cow that is likely to infect her fetus. After birth, protection of susceptible cattle implies hygienic measures such as preventing calf contamination by early separation from the dam, using milk and colostrum from noninfected dams, using milk replacer or pasteurized milk, calving in a separate pen, cleaning the calving pen, preventing contact between cattle of different ages, improving the general cleanliness of the cattle and housing, using noncontaminated feed, water, and pasture for rearing young cattle, and raising calves born from infected and noninfected cows separately (Gay and Sherman, 1992; Rossiter and Burhans, 1996).

Decreasing the number of infectious cattle in the herd to decrease contamination of the environment is an alternative to the control of exposure. Therefore, possible measures are to cull detectable infectious animals, to purchase animals in herds known to be clear of infection, to cull calves born from infected dams, or to reduce stressful events that trigger progression of the infection and shedding of Map (McKenna et al., 2006). Several test-and-cull strategies have been proposed, always accounting for the low sensitivity of diagnostic tests (Groenendaal et al., 2003). Furthermore, culling cattle positive to a culture-based test assumes that isolation of Map indicates established infection and not simple transit of Map through the gastrointestinal tract. It also assumes that recovery from infection cannot occur and that the culture-based tests are 100% specific (Sockett et al., 1992).

Vaccination is also possible to reduce the number of fecal shedders (Kormendy, 1994) and the number of clinically affected cattle in a herd (Wentink et al., 1994). However, the vaccine has been prohibited in several countries such as Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Ireland because it interferes with diagnostic tests. Moreover, although vaccination reduces the economic losses of paratuberculosis (van Schaik et al., 1996), it does not reduce Map transmission (Kalis et al., 2001). Therefore, hygienic practices remain essential in herd management.

All these measures are more or less strictly applied depending on the constraints of the farms (such as housing facilities). Their effect on disease dynamics within a herd are not known in detail. The association between management-related risk factors and (apparent) prevalence of Map has been studied broadly, but these studies do not take into account the time between the implementation of the preventive measures and the disease dynamics (Obasanjo et al., 1997; Jakobsen et al., 2000; Dieguez et al., 2008).

A modeling approach is relevant for evaluating and comparing control strategies of Map spread in a cattle herd. Most reviewed models have been used for such a purpose, especially for evaluating test-and-cull options when diagnostic tests are poorly sensitive (Collins and Morgan, 1991a, 1992; Groenendaal and Galligan, 2003; Groenendaal et al., 2003; Dufour et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2004; Kudahl et al., 2007b, 2008; Weber et al., 2008). The only strategies predicting a decrease in prevalence are those including actions targeting infection routes (such as improved hygiene or improved milk feeding management); test-and-cull strategies alone (considering imperfect tests) have no or little effect on the prevalence (models 2 and 7). In model 2, the more management measures a farmer takes, the more effective a control program is. It is not possible to rank studied control measures according to their effectiveness because results of individual management control measures are not given. If tests had a sensitivity of 1, the impact of a test-and-cull option would be more important. The reviewed models cannot be used to evaluate the effect of contact structure on Map transmission, because contact structure is not specifically represented. However, it could be of interest to know whether limiting indirect contacts between adults and calves or between calves would have an effect on Map transmission.

MODEL VALIDATION

Model validation is the step that assesses if the model accurately represents the real system. Qualitative or quantitative validation is performed by checking that appropriate assumptions have been made, by verifying that observed behaviors can be mimicked with the
model, or by comparing model outputs with observed data. Validation is generally partial (Oreskes et al., 1994) as it is usually difficult to compare strictly similar situations. For example, it is rare to collect data for a situation without any control measure when it comes to paratuberculosis. To evaluate model behavior, a sensitivity analysis can be performed on uncertain variables. Sensitivity analysis aims to quantify how model outputs vary with a change in parameter values (Saltelli et al., 2000). Uncertain parameters strongly influencing model outputs are suitable targets for further research.

The consistency between model outputs and real system behavior was assessed for model 2 via the study of the transmission parameter. Model 2 simulates an overall transmission parameter similar to estimates from a field study (Groenendaal et al., 2002). Moreover, the results of a certification-and-surveillance scheme were comparable in outcomes of a simulation with model 2 and in a field study in 90 dairy herds (Weber et al., 2004). The small number of such comparisons is associated with the lack of comprehensive data about Map dynamics. The seasonal hypothesis (exposure differs between winter housing versus summer grazing) made in model 6 was examined against data collected for this purpose (Kudahl et al., 2007a). No effect of the season of calving was found in field data.

In 5 models (2, 4, 6, 7, and 8), a sensitivity analysis is performed on uncertain parameters. Studied parameters related to exposure are bacterial survival rate, density of bacteria in the feces of shedding cattle, size of the infectious area (these 3 first parameters being studied in model 6), number of contacts to potentially infected cattle (models 7 and 8), and initial herd-level prevalence (one associated paper of model 2 analyzing this model: Weber et al., 2008). Model 6 appears to be highly sensitive to changes in bacterial density and to size of the exposure area. Other models are also sensitive to the parameters related to exposure they studied. Studied parameters related to transmission are pathogen transmission probability [model 2, one associated paper analyzing this model (Weber et al., 2008), and model 4], probability of introducing infected cattle [model 2 and one associated paper analyzing this model (Groenendaal et al., 2003)], and probability of infection (model 6). All models are sensitive to all the parameters related to the particular transmission mechanism they studied. Finally, studied parameters related to infection consequences are the probabilities of disease onset (models 2 and 4). Again, models are sensitive to all the parameters related to infection consequences they studied. The sensitivity analyses did not enable identification of any parameter related to Map transmission and consequences for which uncertainty has little effect on the model results.

DISCUSSION

The review has shown that the models described in the published literature are constrained by limitations of the epidemiological knowledge at the time of their development. The maximum age at which cattle can become infected and the dose-response relationship between the quantity of Map organisms and infection probability of cattle at different ages are currently unknown. Whether dose or age at infection has an influence on disease progression is also unknown. It should be kept in mind that the identification of important areas for future research is one of the purposes of modeling. Moreover, as new information becomes available, the disease processes implemented in these models can be represented more precisely and parameters can be more accurately defined. Effect of selective culling of the most susceptible calves or future supershedders can be studied when information on genetic susceptibility markers is available. However, complex models are not necessarily able to represent a biological system better than simpler ones. In summary, based on current knowledge, Map transmission could be more precisely modeled by including the recently described calf-to-calf transmission pathway, a more detailed contact structure between animals within a herd, and explicit incorporation of indirect transmission, representing Map transmission in the environment. Consequences of this improved precision on model accuracy would have to be investigated.

The number of compartments represented in the models varies. The compartments should reflect the pathogenesis of the disease; thus, susceptible, transiently infectious, latently infected, infectious, and resistant states should be represented. Moreover, clinically affected animals are specific infectious animals that all shed a high load of Map. In utero transmission is of greater risk for them and their probability of being culled is higher. Having a specific compartment thus seems essential. Other compartments could be added depending on the aim of modeling. For example, supershedders have been described and their role in the infection dynamics needs further investigation. Two modeling options could be used: either considering a large variability of shedding within the infectious compartment, with a small proportion of individuals shedding a very high amount of Map (to represent heterogeneity of shedding in time) or considering an extra compartment for supershedders, supershedders being considered as specific animals.

It is now acknowledged that calf-to-calf transmission occurs, albeit at a lower rate than adult-to-calf transmission. Furthermore, this newly acknowledged route of transmission appears to be necessary for Map persistence in the only published model that takes
account of calf-to-calf transmission. However, little is known on calf-to-calf transmission rate or on the contribution of this route to total transmission in a herd. A study reported that in one herd, 9.5% of the offspring of test-negative dams, not exposed to other positive cows in the calving pen, became infected (Benedictus et al., 2008). Overall, a risk of 6% was not explained by exposure to a positive dam, exposure in the calving area, or by being raised with a calf that later in life becomes a high shedder. The difference, 3.5%, can be considered an estimate of the risk of becoming infected due to calf-to-calf transmission in this herd. Hence, it is important to develop models that evaluate whether calf-to-calf transmission might be an important critical point for controlling Map transmission.

In all published models, it is assumed that calves can become infected through several transmission routes during the susceptible period before the age of 1 yr. However, the relative importance of each route in Map infection dynamics within an infected herd is poorly understood. To assess more precisely the contribution of the different routes of transmission, the level of shedding has to be explicitly modeled. Moreover, to account for indirect milk and colostrum contamination by feces of the dam and the global contamination of the environment around birth, an overall infectiousness of the herd has to be considered. Information on the relative importance of each route of transmission is required for defining more cost-effective preventive measures because farmers are unlikely to implement management procedures that affect several mechanisms at the same time, but instead will need to prioritize their actions. Knowing the relative importance of each route of infection would allow balanced decisions in relation to the most cost-effective control measures.

Currently available models differ substantially in relation to their assumptions with respect to herd size, management, and structure (Table 5). The influence of these assumptions on the infection process is not known. Although 3 papers study the effect of herd size on model outputs, none studies the impact of calf-to-calf and adult-to-calf contacts. To determine which characteristics of the herd management or herd structure have to be accounted for in future modeling, one would need a model that enabled studying, one at a time, the effect of considering or not one option. Moreover, it is currently difficult to compare or characterize available models in terms of accuracy because baseline scenario (acting as the gold standard) and outputs of interest are missing or not reported. It is not currently possible to perform a model comparison in achieving maintenance of infection, given available data on published models. Future model simulation should produce outputs on Map persistence in a herd so that comparisons could be performed on critical features. The effect of contact structure on Map transmission has never or only partially been addressed. This would necessitate developing a new model. A definite conclusion on the need to complicate model structure is not currently possible, but neglecting the contact structure and ignoring transmission via the environment are likely to highly influence the model outputs. Direct contact between calves or sharing the same environment depends on the sub-grouping of animals of the same age and on their housing. When modeling calf-to-calf transmission via the environment, one should not forget to consider that calves shed less and produce less feces than adults.

Selecting a density- or frequency-dependent function of transmission can have an effect on the outputs (Hoch et al., 2008). The choice of the transmission function must be based on the biological knowledge on the modeled pathogen and host and on experimental data. It is difficult to select a priori one or the other function for paratuberculosis when indirect transmission is considered. However, the frequency-dependent function assumes that the occupied area is constant whatever the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/reference</th>
<th>Susceptibility to infection</th>
<th>Shedding</th>
<th>Survival of Map in the environment</th>
<th>Contact structure influences transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (Collins and Morgan, 1991b)</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Groenendaal et al., 2002)</td>
<td>Decreases with age</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (van Roermund et al., 2002)</td>
<td>Decreases with age</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Pouillot et al., 2004)</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (van Roermund et al., 2005)</td>
<td>Decreases with age</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (Humphry et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Decreases with age</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (Kudahl et al., 2007a)</td>
<td>Decreases with age</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (Mitchell et al., 2008)</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
population size (Begon et al., 2002), which is usually not the case for the size of pens and farm facilities when the size of the herd increases. Therefore, a density-dependent function seems to better reflect exposure of susceptible animals.

Simplifications have been performed in all models in terms of detection of the different stages of infection. Test sensitivities applied for each model compartment are specified as constant in a time period, ignoring that intervals between tests are often long (and up to 1 yr). Using a constant sensitivity during 1 yr is questionable because there are no data in the literature on test sensitivity when applied to up to 1 yr before the true status is known. It is thus probable that average sensitivities are overestimated in such models.

Adaptate parameterization of models such as the ones reviewed here is often difficult, due to lack of data. Consequently, several parameters are highly uncertain, particularly those related to pathogen transmission and between-group rates of contact. Uncertainties can be evaluated through sensitivity analyses that determine which parameters have a strong influence on the results and thus should be studied in priority in future field research. The reviewed models have mainly been evaluated through a sensitivity analysis but only for a small number of parameters, and only one at a time. Only model 4 performed an analysis for several parameters simultaneously. A more systematic sensitivity analysis taking account of interactions between parameters and of all the unknown or uncertain parameters should be performed to determine where uncertainty must be reduced and to evaluate whether a model can be used as a predictive tool or to improve our understanding (Saltelli et al., 2000).

There is a need for new models that consider indirect transmission via the environment taking account of Map survival and contact structure between animals in a herd. Such models should provide outputs on persistence and relative importance of the routes of transmission to be able to provide critical features on the construction of future Map transmission models in terms of herd management and herd structure characteristics.
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